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So we need to configure router manually to avoid potential problems. We have to connect the HGU to the router with the Ethernet cable and configure it with the username and password to
access it, which it uses to access the configuration page. We can see in this image that for a better visual effect I have used a theme with a black background (the image is on a white

background in the original post), where the Firmware versions and operating system versions are superimposed. We have not touched the router directly, we have just entered the network
configuration page to modify settings via the Web interface, as it is shown in the screenshot below, where we have set the network parameters (or we can leave them at their default value) and

we have configured Wi-Fi security and VPN configurations. To access the application for the router configuration it is necessary to click on the Application Wi-Fi button. We have to enter
administrator as a username and password and then Perform the installation, if we restart the router we get the Wi-Fi page shown in the next screenshot, in which the router has found 802.11n

wireless networks and configured them (in this case we will have only two available, the one we have connected and the one from the UP). The configuration appears in the table on the right
and we can see two lines of information : As you can read, in our opinion, it has a number of advantages that make it preferable over the ZTE router, which is for us the category of microwave

(with a maximum latency and particularly marginal throughout). In any case, we have decided to see the results in our home, where for the moment the devices mentioned above are in
operation, while others are delivered and are in mid-installation, in order to verify if the HGUs router delivers for your home wifi system.
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